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The Supreme Court’s building was
designed to look old—as if it had been in
place since the country’s founding, rather than
opening in 1935. The work of judges—
deciding disputes—also appears as if it were a
continuous practice from ancient times. But
the point of this lecture and of our book,
Representing Justice: Invention, Contro-
versy and Rights in City‐States and
Democratic Courtrooms,1 is to show that
important aspects of adjudication that today
seem intrinsic are, like this building, artifacts
of the twentieth century.

Simply put, in ancient times, judges were
loyal servants of the state; audience members
were passive spectators watching rituals
of power, and only certain persons were
eligible to participate as disputants, wit-
nesses, or decision makers. In contrast,
judges today are independent actors in
complex and critical relationships with
the government and the public. Moreover,
everyone—women and men of all colors—
are entitled to be in every seat in the
courtroom, including the bench.

These are the changes that prompted our
choice of the phrase “Inventing Democratic
Courts” for this essay’s title. We use the word
“democratic” not in the narrow sense of
majoritarian political processes; democracy is
more than voting. Indeed, unlike some
constitutional scholars who identify unelected
judges as a problem in need of special
explanation in democratic orders, we argue
that adjudication can itself be a democratic
practice—that how this Court has come to do
its work reflects democratic ideals about
interactions among disputants and between
government and citizenry.

Democratic norms changed adjudication
by recognizing all persons as juridical actors
who could sue and be sued, and by requiring
judges to welcome them all as equally entitled
to dignified treatment. Likewise, disputants
must treat each other as equals, as reflected in
practices such as the contemporary obliga-
tions to exchange information (discovery and
disclosure) to facilitate participatory parity.2

The constitutional mandate that courts operate
openly demonstrates to the public the capacity



to have civil and disciplined exchanges
despite deep disagreements. Open courts
also endow the audience both with the ability
to learn and the authority of critique. Court
judgments at trial and appellate levels apply
and develop norms and regularly spark
debate, sometimes prompting new lawmaking
by elected officials.

The map of the development of demo-
cratic adjudicatory practices could be drawn
through discussing many of the Court’s
decisions—insisting on the independence of
judges, the equality of all persons, public
access to courts, and fair decision making.3

We add to that analysis by inviting consider-
ation of how the designers of this Court’s
building—and others before them—used
imagery to inculcate norms about what judges
should do. By decoding what carvings adorn
the courtroom and by placing the history of
this building in the context of the changing
contours of both constitutional law and the
federal court system, much can be learned
about the political and social transformations
that produced—indeed invented—courts as
we know them today.

Those innovations are what make the
Court’s building iconic. When the building
opened in 1935, some critics complained that
its Grecian portals were out of sync with
twentieth‐century modernism. We suggest
instead that the building be read as Janus‐
faced. The Court’s architecture and imagery
looked back to enlist the authority of law-
makers long gone. Yet, the building’s interior
also marked the Court’s new legal authority to
control its own docket, the Chief Justice’s
ascendancy as the chief executive of the federal
judicial system, and the special role the media
would come to play in shaping understandings
of the judiciary. The grand entry with its
imposing facade forecast the Court’s role
thereafter—as a national icon—of the coun-
try’s commitment to “equal justice under law,”
words inscribed above the doorway in 1935
but whose meaning derives from the Court’s
work in the decades that have followed.

Decoding the Walls

The lawyers and the public who enter the
Courtroom, like readers of the Court’s
opinions, focus on the words of the jurists
as they pose questions, rather than on the
imagery above their heads. Moreover, were
one to look up, what emerges are mostly
puzzles of legibility. As shown in figure 1, a
parade of eighteen upright male carved figures
runs along the friezes, each forty‐feet long and
designed by Adolph Weinman for the South
and North Walls.

To identify them, most viewers need to
consult the Court’s website, which deciphers
what Weinman called a procession of the
“Lawgivers of ancient and modern times.”4

The website instructs that, beginning on the
SouthWall, ending on the North, and in rough
chronological order ranging from 3200 BCE
through the eighteenth century, the men
depicted are Menes of Egypt; Hammurabi
of Babylon; Moses and Solomon from the
Hebrew Bible; Lycurgus from Sparta; Solon
and Draco from Athens; Confucius from
China; Octavian from Rome; Justinian from
the Byzantine Empire; Mohammad referenc-
ing Islam; Charlemagne of France; King John
of England; Louis IX of France; Hugo
Grotius, the Dutch scholar of international
law; William Blackstone of England; the
United States’ JohnMarshall; and Napoleon.5

One does not, however, need the web-
site’s guidance when looking at two draped
figures, shown in figure 2, with scales and
with sword, on the West Wall Frieze, above
the Justices’ Bench. Viewers know immedi-
ately that the two figures reference the
personification of Justice. Even easier to
recognize is the draped, seated female in
figure 3, with scales in one hand and sword
displayed on the base of a lamppost on the
side of the entrance’s grand staircase.

The reason for the ready legibility of
Justice is, at one level, straightforward. Rulers
around the world regularly stick this figure—
like a signpost—in front of their courthouses.
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Justice and Divine Inspiration, West Wall Frieze, 1934, Adolph Weinman. Figure 2.

Justice, Lamppost base, John Donnelly Studio of New York. Figure 3.
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Examples cross oceans and centuries, as one
can see from the 1655 Town Hall of
Amsterdam (figure 4) where a Justice, as
well as the Virtue Prudence, sits on top of the
building. Leaping to the twentieth century, the
motif can be found in a Justice designed in the
1960s for the front of the Supreme Federal
Tribunal in Brasilia (figure 5), a Justice from
the 1970s inside the Supreme Court of Japan
(figure 6), and another (figure 7) that stands
outside a courthouse in Zambia and is

reiterated on a cloth designed by the Zambia
Women Judges Association. A recent version
(figure 8) comes from Melbourne Australia
where, in 2002, builders of a new courthouse
put up a six‐meter aluminum windswept
female form, functioning like a shingle on a
busy street corner.

As lawyers know well, Justice imagery is
also used regularly in commerce. In addition
to being deployed for the sale of books
and jewelry, Justices are evoked in jest,

Prudence and Justice, attributed to Artus Quellinus, circa 1655, crowning front tympanum (looking toward Dam
Square) of the Town Hall (Royal Palace) of Amsterdam, the Netherlands. Figure 4.

Justice, Alfredo Ceschiatti, 1961, Supreme Federal Tribunal, Three Powers Square, Brasilia, Brazil. Figure 5.
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Supreme Court of Japan, Shinichi Okada, 1974, Tokyo, Japan (left); Justice, Katsuzou Entsuba, 1974, inside the
Supreme Court of Japan (right). Figure 6.

Figure Lady Justice, circa 1988, High Court of Zambia, Lusaka, Zambia. Figure 7.

Lady of Justice, William Eicholtz, 2002, Victoria County Court, Melbourne, Australia. Figure 8.
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as exemplified here by Lady Justice Lucy
(figure 9), placed in front of a Minnesota law
school as a tribute to the comic series Peanuts
and its creator, Charles Schultz.

Yet a pause is in order to think about the
oddity of a chubby childwith scales, sword, and
blindfold serving as a legible referent to law.
Why assume that viewers would think of courts
and justice instead of Greek goddesses, warrior
princesses, opera singers, or simply be be-
fuddled? Why do viewers recognize the Justice
figures in the Supreme Court’s building but,
aside from noting variations in clothing, rarely
know who is in the line‐up of the eighteen men
on the South and North Wall friezes?

To sharpen the question, consider a set of
four robed women (figure 10) who, during the
Renaissance, were known as the Cardinal
Virtues. Justice is depicted with scales and
sword; Prudence appears again with a mirror

Lady Justice Lucy, Jim and Judy Brooks, 2002, William
Mitchell College of Law, St. Paul, Minnesota. Figure 9.

Justice (top left), Cornelis Matsys, circa 1543–1544; Prudence (top right), Agostino Veneziano, 1516;
Temperance (bottom left), Agostino Veneziano, 1517; Fortitude (bottom right), Marcantonio Raimondi, circa
1520. Figure 10.
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as well as a second face, looking backward;
Temperance holds a bridle to symbolize
restraint; and Fortitude has a column to denote
strength. Today, no cartoonist, merchant, or
building designer would add women with
mirrors or bridles to make their jokes, sell their
wares, or mark their buildings.

Thus, the answer to why we “know”
Justice is less straightforward than it first
appeared. The reason that Justice imagery is
experienced as ordinary comes from repeated
efforts to educate us to identify this figure.
Instruction has come byway of an amalgam of
political, visual, literary, cultural, and com-
mercial activities that cut across imperial
conquests, colonialism, monarchies, and de-
mocracies. Our claim is not that the figure of
Justice is ubiquitous; we do not offer imagery
from all social orders, past or present.
Moreover, as this glimpse of a trans‐temporal
and transnational tour suggests, putting a
Justice on a courthouse does not necessarily
provide the equality and fairness that have, in
democracies, become signature traits of
adjudication. Yet, as political propaganda,
Justice has had a remarkable run.

Return then to the center of theWestWall
Frieze, above the Justices in the courtroom,
and tofigure 3—the depiction of awomanwith
sheathed sword that, according to the Court’s

website, has her hand “atop the hilt, ready to
act should the need arise,” while the “winged
figure of Divine Inspiration holds out the
Scales of Justice.”6 The obvious questions are
what histories produced the particular amal-
gam of a female figure with scales and sword,
and why, aside from esoteric inquiries, does it
matter? To provide answers, more needs to be
excavated about what attributes came to be
attached to Justice, which ones stuck, which
disappeared, and what the changing images
teach about democracy and courts.

We know that sovereigns in Mesopota-
mia, Egypt, Greece, ancient Israel, and Rome
all relied on public performance of their
adjudicatory powers.7 These events were
located in terms of place (such as the “gate
of the city”8), and they were didactic events,
with roles scripted through instructions to
disputants, witnesses, and jurists. Rulers,
aiming to secure social stability, sought to
regularize and to normalize the imposition of
violence in the name of the state, as they
imposed physical punishment for crimes and
leveled civil sanctions such as insisting that
one person turn property over to another.9

In some of these early enactments, one
can find scales displayed, such as in a
Mesopotamian line‐drawing from about four
thousand years ago (figure 11), that depicts a

“Mesopotamian Scales,” Akkadian period, circa 2350–2100 BCE. Figure 11.
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God known as Shamash, with scales and a
rod, responding to two figures seemingly in
dispute. Scales appear again in Egyptian
portrayals of scenes from what are known
as Books of the Dead,10 compendia of
illustrated materials that sometimes include
a female form, Ma’at, shown either with an
ostrich feather tucked into her headband or (as
in figure 12), with Ma’at herself forming
the scales. Egyptologists instruct that the
term encompassed several ideas—“truth,
justice, . . . order, balance, and cosmic
law,” “evenness,” and “stability.”11 The
imagery illustrated that, at death, a person’s
heart (believed to direct a person’s will)
was weighed against an ostrich feather
to determine that person’s afterlife. As
figure 12 depicts, a fearsome animal

waits below for a heart heavier than the
feather.12

Ma’at’s female form served as a prede-
cessor to a series of Greek and Roman
goddesses (Themis, Dikê, and Iustitia), all
linked to ruling powers and law‐related
activities.13 By the fifth century, female
figures identified as Justice can be found in
Christian art.14 But these stern‐gazed women
did not come with scales or swords. Some
had cornucopia or a bundle of rods symboliz-
ing the state, and all were clear eyed;
indeed, Justice was then noted for her
“stern . . . gaze.”15

Scales and swords were common objects
inMedieval art, but mostly attached to another
figure, the oft‐winged male St. Michael.
His function in the New Testament was

Ma’at, detail from the Papyrus Nodjnet, Book of the Dead, circa 1300 BCE. Figure 12.
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to lead souls to judgment16—as a glorious
Saint Michael Weighing a Soul exemplifies
(figure 13). The attributes of St. Michael came
to be associated with the Virtue of Justice, as
seen in the mid‐sixteenth‐century print repre-
sented in figure 10.

In the Supreme Court’s courtroom, more
than a dozen swords are shown, serving as
reminders of the force of law. But more recent
imagery shifts attention away from law’s
violence toward law’s obligation to weigh
claims evenly and carefully. Thus, transnation-
al courts of the twentieth century embraced the

motif of scales, reiterated in the logos of the
International Criminal Court, the International
Tribunal for the Law of the Sea, and the
European Court of Justice (figure 14). At what
the Department of Defense has labeled “Camp
Justice,” the logo used by theOffice ofMilitary
Commissions mimics justice imagery by
showing the eagle turned (like Ma’at) into
scales with the words “Freedom through
Justice” as the bottom (figure 15).

Notice what is not seen in the older
images: none of the Justices have blindfolds,
as contrasted to that portrayed in The

Saint Michael Weighing the Souls at the Last Judgment, Master of the Zurich Carnation, circa 1500, Kunsthaus,
Zurich, Switzerland. Figure 13.
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Contemplation of Justice outside the Court
(figure 16), and many of the images shown
thus far. Thus, other questions emerge—about
when and why blindfolds came to be added
and what this attribute has to teach about
courts and democratic practices.

To excavate the blindfold’s relationship
to the iconography of justice requires a return
to the late 1500s, when a once‐famous
volume, Iconologia by Cesare Ripa,17 in-
structed readers about how to portray a host of
Virtues and Vices. For hundreds of years,

Logo of the International Criminal Court, circa 1998 (top); Logo of The International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea,
circa 1996 (bottom left); and Logo of the European Court of Justice, circa 1952 (bottom right). Figure 14.

Camp Justice, Guántanamo Bay, 2009 (left); Logo, Department of Defense, Office of Military Commissions (right).
Figure 15.
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Ripa’s manual provided a common set of
references across a broad geographical
span.18 Among the figures he detailed were
seven versions of Justices—one Divine and
six different versions of “Worldly Justices.”19

One edition of the book offered four examples
of Justices, all draped in robes.20 Three had
scales, two swords, and one an orb and a dog.
The fourth, called Justice According to Aulus
Gellius, had no objects in hand and was
shownwearing a necklace on which “an eye is
portrayed.” (See figure 17). Ripa’s explana-
tion was that “Plato said that Justice sees
all. . . .”21

In fact, clear‐sighted Justices were ev-
erywhere. Another illustration comes from the
Vatican’s walls where, in the 1520s, Giulio
Romano painted a large Justice22 holding
scales and an ostrich (figure 18), one of the
attributes detailed for Justice in Ripa’s
Iconologia.23 Why an ostrich? Many expla-
nations have been proffered, including
that the bird harkened back to the Egyptian
Ma’at, represented by an ostrich feather;
or referenced Christian theology of the
Immaculate Conception; or acknowledged
the Medicis, whose family ring was said to
include an ostrich feather; or reflected the
bird’s alleged capacity to digest anything, as
Justice must.24

Clear‐sighted Justices were featured be-
cause, for some 2,500 hundred years, sight
was valorized as an essential prerequisite to
judgment. Egyptian sun gods were sources of

Contemplation of Justice, James Earle Fraser, 1935.
Figure 16.

Justice According to Aulus Gellius, Cesare Ripa, Iconologia, (Padua, Italy: Pietro Paolo Tozzi, 1625 edition).
Figure 17.
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light and gods of justice.25 Christianity
likewise embraced “sol Iustitiae” —Christ—
as the God of Light, who was to “appear
ablaze . . . when He will judge mankind.”26

(A well‐known portrayal, circa 1499, by
Albert Dürer, gave scales and sword to the
wide‐eyed and haloed Christ‐Justice, perched
on a lion.27)

It was not simply that seeing was
good. Blindness and blindfolded‐ness were
bad. Classical and biblical texts repeatedly
made that point. The Book of Job states:
“When a land falls into the hands of the
wicked, he blindfolds its judges.”28 Jesus
himself was made sport of by being blind-
folded, mocked, and beaten.29 Of course,
exceptions exist, such as the sightless seers
who dot Greek epics.30 Yet the dominant
motif was that blindness was a disability and a
hindrance.31

That point was vividly made by two
familiar fixtures inMedieval Europe, Ecclesia

and Synagoga (figure 19) shown perched, as
they have been since 1230, on the south portal
of the Strasbourg Cathedral.32 Ecclesia,
signifying the New Testament, is regal,
ramrod‐straight, and sharp‐eyed. She looks
over at Synagoga, the representation of the
Old Testament,33 depicted slumped, her rod
broken, and her eyes covered, preventing her
from seeing the “light” of Christianity.34

Blindfolded, not blind, was the point; the
willful refusal to comprehend the “light of
redemption”35 could be remedied by remov-
ing the blindfold.36

When did the blindfold get attached
to Justice? One of the earlier images of
a Justice with covered eyes is The Fool
Blindfolding Justice (figure 20).37 The wood-
cut, sometimes attributed to Albert Dürer,38

was one of many illustrations for a book
called The Ship of Fools,39 written in 1494
by Sebastian Brant, and popular for 250 years
thereafter.40 The picture accompanied a

Justice, Giulio Romano (School of Raphael), 1520, detail in the Sala di Costantino, Vatican Palace, Vatican State.
Figure 18.
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chapter entitled “Quarreling and Going to
Court,” which discussed a fool who “thinks
that he can blind the truth.”41 Brant, a noted
lawyer trained in canon law, urged jurists to
follow the written Roman code rather than
German customary law.42 Throughout his
book, he repeatedly warned against the “folly,
blindness, error, and stupidity of all stations
and kinds of men.”43

Yet, as the blindfolded Justice in The
Contemplation of Justice (figure 21) on the
Court’s front steps illustrates, the contem-
porary deployment is not derisive. Hence
more explanation is needed about how an
attribute, once wholly negative, came to be
valorized. One source comes by way of a
return to Ripa, who instructed that six of
the seven described Justices saw clearly. But
Ripa proposed a blindfold for one, also
detailed as having an ostrich and a fiery flame
by her side and holding scales and sword. A
1611 edition explained:

Ecclesia (left) and Synagoga (right), circa 1230, Cathedral, Strasbourg, France. Figure 19.

The Fool Blindfolding Justice, sometimes attributed to
Albrecht Dürer, 1494, a woodcut illustrating Sebastian
Brant’s The Ship of Fools, printed in Basel, Switzerland.
Figure 20.
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She is wearing white because judges
should be without the stain of
personal interest or of any other
passion that might pervert Justice,
and this is also why her eyes are
bandaged—and thus she cannot see
anything that might cause her to
judge in a manner that is against
reason.44

Yet given that Ripa offered six other sets of
directions, all of which commended sighted
Justices, why did the blindfold—minus the
ostrich—make its way into the Court’s
building and popular culture?

Insights come from transformations—in
technology, political theory, and religion—
that prompted reevaluations about the rela-
tionship among knowledge, sight, and judg-
ment. The camera obscura gained currency in
the sixteenth century,45 followed by the
invention of the telescope and the microscope,
and the development of surgery for cataracts46

and interest in the idea of probability.47 The
world was moving, even if one could not see
it. Thus, during the period when religious
wars were fought about who was the “true”
God, science began to show that eyes could
play tricks and that new optical instruments
could alter sight. Theorists from various
disciplines became quizzical about the nature
of knowledge, authority, God, and truth, and
the valence of open eyes to denote unencum-
bered receipt of knowledge shifted. With the
rise of epistemological doubt, sight was no
longer unproblematic.

Beginning, therefore, in Northern Europe
in the 1600s, one finds statues and paintings of
Justices, blindfolded. In the centuries since,
the blindfold shed its connections to Synogo-
ga’s failures to see the light of Christianity
and came to be explained as a symbol of law’s
incorruptibility, law’s even‐handedness, and
law’s commitment to rationality. Further, the
blindfold gained a reputation as marking
another (and new) idea, about judicial
independence from the state. Renaissance
traditions instructed that judges serve as loyal
servants of the state.48 In contrast, Montes-
quieu’s 1748 proposition was that “there is no
liberty, if the judiciary power be not separated
from the legislative and executive.”49 Across
the ocean in the years thereafter, state and
federal constitutions translated that precept
into law by protecting judicial terms of office
and their salaries.50

The idea of obscuring one’s own sight
to enhance the wisdom of judgments con-
tinues to have currency. For example, in 1971,
John Rawls argued in his book, A Theory of
Justice, that the only way fairly to decide
“principles of justice”was to be behind “a veil

A detail of the blindfolded Justice from Contemplation of
Justice, James Earle Fraser, 1935. Figure 21.
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of ignorance.”51 Veiled, one could develop
principles without knowing whether one was
“advantaged or disadvantaged” by the rules
that one picked, and thus avoid self‐interest.52

A visual translation of the deliberate act of
blindfolding can be found in a 1996 installa-
tion at a federal courthouse in Concord, New
Hampshire (figure 22). This large Justice is
shown putting on her own diaphanous
blindfold, which does not completely obscure
her eyes.

Yet symbols have multiple and some-
times conflicting connotations—making them
polyvocal. At times, the blindfold continues
to be deployed satirically, here illustrated
by borrowing an image from the Court’s
archives—a 1956 cartoon (figure 23) of a
blindfolded Chief Justice Earl Warren shown
ripping up the Constitution. This cartoon,
with its header, “Critics charge that recent
decisions manifest a blind disregard for the
Constitution,” was published in a short‐lived
magazine that decried many of the Court’s

Lady Justice, Diana K. Moore, 1996, Warren B. Rudman Federal Courthouse, Concord, New Hampshire. Figure 22.

“Critics charge that recent decisions manifest a blind
disregard for the Constitution,” 5 Facts Forum News 20
(Sept. 1956), cartoon by Emerson to accompany the
story “Supreme Court under Fire.” Figure 23.
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rulings, including Brown v. Board of
Education.53

Cartoonists were not alone in criticizing
Justice for failing “to see.” Twentieth‐century
authors and jurists on this and other courts
make references to the harm produced by the
blindness of decision makers. This point was
made eloquently in the well‐known poem,
“Justice,” by Langston Hughes.

That Justice is a blind goddess
Is a thing to which we black are wise.
Her bandage hides two festering
sores
That once perhaps were eyes.54

First published in 1923, this poem
became part of Hughes’s 1932 collection,
called Scottsboro Limited.55 The title
refers to the convictions of nine black young
men (“the Scottsboro Boys”), taken from a
freight train, charged in Alabama courts,
wrongly found guilty of raping two young
white women, and sentenced to death in
1931.56 Hughes sparked and joined a chorus
of protests, both national and international,
about their treatment.

Hughes’s critique of the blindfold was
reiterated in the 1970s, when a group of
African‐American judges came together to
form a Judicial Council under the auspices of
the National Bar Association, founded in the
nineteenth century for the advancement of
black lawyers. The logo chosen for the
Judicial Council displays a Justice holding
scales and taking off her blindfold (figure 24).
The accompanying text reads: “Let us remove
the blindfold from the eyes of American
justice. Too long has it obscured the unequal
treatment accorded poor people and black
people under our law.”

Such concerns about blindness are also to
be found in the case law of the Court. In 1950,
for example, in his concurrence in Cassell v.
Texas, Justice Felix Frankfurter addressed
alleged race discrimination in the selection of
grand jurors in Dallas County, Texas. He drew
a distinction between what he termed the

“blindness of indifference” and the “blindness
of impartiality.”57 As Justice Frankfurter
explained, under Dallas County’s official
rules, a large number of blacks were eligible,
but none ever served. Frankfurter identified
that fact as evidence of intentional discrimi-
nation: “the law would have to have the
blindness of indifference rather than the
blindness of impartiality not to attribute [all‐
white grand juries] to man’s purpose.”58

The debate about the import of sight
continues today—encoded in the metaphor
about a “color‐blind Constitution” and in
discussions about the relevance of histories of
discrimination based on race to the remedy of
affirmative action.59 The challenges have
deepened because, as art theorist Jonathan
Crary explained, we no longer believe in
“Renaissance, or classical, models of vision”
that posited a fixed vantage point that
rendered the act of seeing intrinsically
objective.60 Observations are “embedded in
a system of conventions and limitations” that

Logo of the Judicial Council of the National Bar
Association, 1971. Figure 24.
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situate us all to see “within a prescribed set of
possibilities.”61

Contesting the Icons

We turn next to the impact that the idea of
all persons as rights‐holders has had on the
choices made about courthouse displays. To
do so requires shifting from considering what
Justice (or the law) should “see” to what
observers looking at portrayals of Justice have
expected to find. When sovereign authority
was predicated on religious or monarchical
power, rulers used didactic images of their
own choosing—such as the abstract Virtue
Justice, shown as a female, draped or naked.

But when women and men of all colors
gained juridical capacity as litigants, wit-
nesses, staff and, eventually, as jurors,
lawyers, and judges, decisions about what
images ought to adorn courthouses became
more complex. No longer only a disembodied
goddess serving as a vessel to legitimate
authority, a woman presented as Justice

looked like someone—as illustrated by the
image chosen (figure 24) in the 1970s by the
Judicial Council of the National Bar Associa-
tion. At several points in the twentieth
century, portrayals on courthouse walls of
Justice occasioned debates about what kind of
woman could serve as the embodiment of
iconic virtue and which visages were exclud-
ed. The conflicts about what imagery was to
have a place of honor in American courts
mirrored disputes in courts about what the
constitutional guarantees of equality required.

One example comes from the 1930s
when, in the wake of the Depression, the
federal government funded jobs through the
Works Projects Administration (WPA), sup-
porting new constructions and artworks
around the country.62 Hundreds of buildings
went up, including a federal courthouse and
post office in Aiken, South Carolina.63 An
artist from the Northeast won the commission
for a large mural, called Justice as Protector
and Avenger, installed behind a judge’s bench
in a courtroom (figure 25).64 The central

Justice as Protector and Avenger, Stefan Hirsch, 1938, Charles E. Simons, Jr. Federal Courthouse, Aiken, South
Carolina. Figure 25.
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female figure again references the Renais-
sance Virtue Justice, even as she also reflects
the Mexican muralists with which the artist
had studied. TheWPA artist explained that his
“figure of ‘Justice”’ was “without any of the
customary . . . symbolic representations
(scale, sword, book. . .).”65 Rather, the only
“allegory” he had permitted himself was “to
use the red, white and blue [of the United
States flag] for her garments.”66

What did others see? A local newspaper
objected to the “barefooted mulatto woman
wearing bright‐hued clothing.”67 The
federal judge in whose courtroom the mural
was displayed called it a “monstrosity”68 —a
“profanation of the otherwise perfection”
of the courthouse, and wanted it removed.69

The artist both protested and offered to
repaint; he explained that he was “anxious
to obliterate this ‘blemish,’ because I had
certainly intended nothing of the sort.”70 A
proposed compromise to “lighten” Justice’s
skin color71 never took place because of the
press coverage about what had become a
national controversy; the National Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Colored People
and artists objected to the condemnation
and to the alteration of the art.72 The
denouement was to cover the mural with a
tan velvet curtain, seen at the edges of the
photograph.73

In 1938, a seemingly dark‐skinned
woman could not pass, uncontested, into
the deserving ranks of those who qualified to
represent “Justice.”74 The draped wall ech-
oed the limited responses of law, for, in that
era, people labeled “mulattos” also did not
have much protection in courts. Indeed, at the
same time that the “mulatto” Justice was
draped because she was seen as unsightly,
another series ofWPAmurals were placed on
the walls of the Ada County Courthouse in
Idaho (figure 26).75 A news report later
described the scene as an “Indian in
buckskin . . . on his knees with his hands
bound behind his back . . . flanked by a man
holding a rifle and another armed man

holding the end of a noose dangling from a
tree.”76

We have found no objections recorded at
the time to the display of a lynching. But
toward the end of the twentieth century, a
judge in Idaho concluded that the imagerywas
offensive and ordered that it be draped with
flags of the state and of the United States.77 In
2006, questions were raised about whether to
continue to hide the mural or paint it over.78

The state legislature, in consultation with
Indian tribes, decided instead that the murals
should remain on view—framed by official,
educational interpretive signs to explain that
the picture reflected “the values” of that
time.79

A parallel set of questions has been raised
about depictions of Mohammad, including
that in the sequence of lawgivers on the
Supreme Court frieze (see figure 1), display-
ing a line‐up of lawgivers that was once a
common motif in courthouses and state
capitals. Another example comes from
eight‐feet‐tall, half‐ton stone statues placed
on the roof of a 1902 Manhattan Beaux Arts

Courthouse mural, circa 1939 (photograph taken 2007),
Old Ada County Courthouse, Boise, Idaho. Figure 26.
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courthouse designed by James Brown Lord
(figure 27).80 The theme there was also
“World Law”;81 a statue of Justice is at the
top of the pediment, where she holds two
torches (fiery flames, per instructions from the
Renaissance’s Ripa) above her head. Flanking
Justice were lawgivers from Sparta, Athens,
Byzantium, England and France, and reli-
gious figures—including Moses, Zoroaster,
and Muhammad.

In 1955, when the statuary was taken
down for cleaning, The New York Times ran a
story accompanied by a photograph showing
Muhammad, garbed in robes, sporting a
flowing beard, wearing a turban, holding a
book and a scimitar—somewhat similar to the
one on the Supreme Court’s frieze (figure 1).82

Ambassadors from Egypt, Pakistan, and
Indonesia objected that the figurative display
was not consistent with Islamic practices. As a
result, while the other statueswere restored and
replaced, the statue of Muhammad was not,83

as can be seen from the empty space in the
photograph in figure 28.

The 1935 Supreme Court’s building
followed the great lawgivers program of
earlier buildings. The Court thus looked
nothing like what the changing aesthetics of
the 1930s produced, as Art Deco styles
moved toward Modernism. As we noted,
AdolphWeinman’s grouping included Moses
(holding tablets with Hebrew lettering),84

Solomon,85 and Muhammad, who joined
the various emperors, kings, and Chief Justice
JohnMarshall. In today’s terms, one could see
the group as multicultural, ecumenically
embracing diverse traditions. Yet, in many
respects the imagery is also antiquated. The
parade of male lawgivers puts no women of
authority on display, and the religious imag-
ery has prompted critical comments—some
based on the United States Constitution and
others stemming from religious attitudes
toward pictorial representation.86

The New York State Supreme Court, Appellate Division, First Judicial Department, New York City, 1900. Architect:
James Brown Lord. Figure 27.
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Displays of Ten Commandments87 in
various public spaces have become a staple of
First Amendment law. In such cases, mem-
bers of the Court have sometimes referenced
the Weinman friezes when explaining the
distinction between a display impermissibly
advancing a religious agenda and one appro-
priately forwarding a secular purpose. For
example, in a 2005 decision holding imper-
missible a Ten Commandment display on a
county court wall, Justice David Souter
commented that: “We do not forget, and in
this litigation have been frequently reminded,
that our own courtroom frieze was deliberate-
ly designed . . . to include the figure of
Moses holding tablets exhibiting a portion
of the Hebrew text of the later, secularly
phrased Commandments . . . in the company
of 17 other lawgivers, most of them secular
figures.”88 The Court concluded that there
was “no risk that Moses would strike an
observer as evidence that the National
Government was violating neutrality in reli-
gion.”89 In the same year, when upholding the
placement of the Ten Commandments monu-

ment on the grounds of a state park in Texas,
Chief JusticeWilliamH. Rehnquist also noted
that “[w]e need only look within our own
Courtroom. Since 1935, Moses has stood,
holding two tablets that reveal portions of the
Ten Commandments written in Hebrew,
among other lawgivers in the south frieze.”90

The Court’s depiction of Muhammad
has also drawn criticism. The Council on
American‐Islamic Relations requested that
the sculpture be altered because, by showing
Muhammad with a sword, it reinforced “long‐
held stereotypes of Muslims as intolerant
conquerors.”91 In his 1997 response, Chief
Justice Rehnquist noted that the Virtue
Justice was often depicted with a sword,
that “a dozen swords appear in the Courtroom
friezes alone,” that remodeling would
impair “the artistic integrity of the whole,”
and that a federal statute specifically
protected the Court’s architecture from
alteration.92

The sculpted frieze remains unchanged.
But the accompanying written materials were
revised with the help, as the Chief Justice

Statuary on the roof of the New York State Supreme Court, Appellate Division, First Judicial Department, New York
City, 1900. Figure 28.
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explained, of “numerous Muslim groups.”93

The Supreme Court’s literature now describes
the sculpture as “a well‐intentioned attempt
by the sculptor, Adolph Weinman, to honor
Muhammad and it bears no resemblance to
Muhammad.”94 The website further advises
that “Muslims generally have a strong
aversion to sculptured or pictured representa-
tions of their Prophet.”95

What options beyond Virtues and law-
givers exist today? A wide variety of
installations can be found in more recent
federal construction, supported by federal

funds set aside for art‐in‐architecture and
selected through procedures organized by the
General Services Administration (GSA). One
example of recent decisions comes from a
federal courthouse (figure 29), that opened in
Boston in 1998.96 Justice Stephen Breyer,
then the Chief Judge of the First Circuit,
joined District Judge Douglas Woodlock in
enlisting expert consultants to help design a
building to reflect a “conversation across
generations” about the central role played by
courts in the community.97 As Justice Breyer
explained, the point was to provide a building

John Joseph Moakley United States Courthouse, Boston, Massachusetts. Architect Harry Cobb, 1998. Figure 29.

The Boston Panels, Ellsworth Kelly, 1998, in the John Joseph Moakley United States Courthouse, Boston,
Massachusetts. Figure 30.
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that “belongs not just to the judges or courts or
lawyers but to the public as well.”98 The
design, by Harry Cobb, features a huge
conoidal glass wall in a ten‐story building
to underscore a “sense of accessibility” and to
make visible the entries to the more than two
dozen courtrooms within.99

The art commission went to Ellsworth
Kelly, one of the United States’ most well‐
known contemporary artists, who created
twenty‐one aluminum and enamel panels of
varying colors (The Boston Panels) placed in
different locations within the building,100

including nine horizontal panels in the central
rotunda (figure 30). When the Supreme Court
was built in the 1930s, federally funded
arts programs repeatedly chose representa-
tional art over abstraction.101 The Kelly
panels are thus innovative, as well as
beautiful. Yet, what would have been
considered by the WPA to seem avant‐garde
(and seen as “foreign” or “Russian”) has
become, ironically, a conservative response
to the complexity of Justice iconography in
democracies. Kelly’s monochromes avoid
the questions of what a figure of Justice
might, could, or does look like.

Democracy thus affects our understand-
ing of what ought to be shown on courthouse
walls. Once “we” all became eligible to be
participants in all roles in courts, challenges
emerge about how to mark a space as truly
welcoming of all persons. Arcane references
to historic lawgivers and classical Virtues no
longer suffice.

Making a New Icon in 1935

We turn then to the Court’s building
itself. Many people are surprised to learn that,
before 1935, the Court camped out briefly in
state buildings and for most of its existence in
the Capitol.102 Yet, in many respects, the
1930s were an appropriate time for the Court
to get its first home and “a room of its
own.”103

Explanations for why the timing was apt
come by placing the Supreme Court’s
building into the history of the development
of the federal court system. A visual baseline
comes from figure 31, a photograph of an
1861 building, constructed by the federal
government in Galveston, Texas. A glance at
its imposing façade would suggest to today’s
viewers that it was a courthouse. But instead,
it was the United States Custom House—one
of some fifty buildings that the federal
government owned outside of Washington,
D.C. At that time, no building was named
“U.S. courthouse,” and none were needed;
fewer than forty federal judges were dispersed
around the country.104

All of that changed after the Civil War, as
the national government used its buildings
and its new laws to protect its victory and
enshrine a “federal presence.”105 Congress
enacted a series of new federal jurisdictional
statutes including, in 1867, expanded federal
habeas corpus jurisdiction, Civil Rights Acts,
and in 1875, general federal question juris-
diction.106 Jurisdiction alone does not bring in
cases; lawyers are needed to file them. In
1870, Congress created the Department of
Justice, and filings surged. Growing dockets
generated demands for more judges, whose
numbers increased from about forty in 1850 to
some sixty‐five in the 1880s.107

Cases, lawyers, jurisdiction, and judges
generated demands for more courthouses.
Localities vied for federal funds, and

United States Custom House, Galveston, Texas. Super-
vising Architect: Ammi B. Young, 1861; converted for
use as a federal courthouse in 1917. Figure 31.
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politicians responded. The federal building
stock grew. A good example, figure 32, is an
imposing building erected in Denver, Colo-
rado in 1892; its name, the U.S. Post Office
and Court House, reveals the changing
business of the federal government. In the
years thereafter, dozens of these multi‐
function buildings were constructed.

As for the Supreme Court and its
building, the key actor was William Howard
Taft, who took office in 1921 as Chief Justice.
Taft was not only the intellectual architect of
the Court’s building but also the engineer of
the modern Supreme Court and the entire
federal court system.108 Within a year of
becoming Chief Justice, he succeeded in
persuading Congress to authorize a major
increase in the number of federal judgeships
and to give the Chief Justice the power to
summon the senior judges of the circuits to

Washington to confer about the “business” of
the federal courts.109 That body (now called
the Judicial Conference)—with the Chief
Justice at its helm—became the judiciary’s
policy‐making center, expanded under Chief
Justice Earl Warren to include district court
judges. The Conference is aided by dozens of
committees that oversee issues related to the
judiciary’s workforce, which numbers almost
30,000 people.

In 1925, Taft won again in Congress,
when it enacted the “Judges Bill”—legislation
that enabled the Court to shed most of its
mandatory appellate jurisdiction.110 The stat-
ute left the Justices free to select cases through
certiorari petitions and thereby to prune the
docket dramatically. (One scholar called this
the birth of the modern Supreme Court,
which, due to the discretionary authority
that Congress authorized at Taft’s behest, is

United States Post Office (United States Court House and Post Office), Denver, Colorado, 1892. Supervising
Architects: Mifflin E. Bell and Will. A. Freret. Figure 32.
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able to “set its own agenda.”)111 Pending
cases fell from 1,800 in 1890 to the
contemporary levels controlled by the modern
Court (which now issues some eighty opin-
ions a year).112 Taft’s other major initiative, a
revolution in federal civil procedure, came to
fruition after his death in 1930.113

In 1926, Taft gained authority to obtain
land for the Court.114 In 1928, he obtained a
charter to build the courthouse supervised by
a special commission instead of the Office of
the Capitol’s Architect.115 The commission,
with Taft as its first chair, selected Cass
Gilbert as the architect and, in 1929, Gilbert’s
proposal met Taft’s expectations for a
courtroom of “impressive proportions and
monumental style.”116 In 1930, Congress
appropriated funds for a building of “simple
dignity.”117 The result (figure 33) in 1935 cost
about $100,000 less than the $9,740,000
budgeted118 and marked the new power and
independence that the Court had achieved
under Taft’s leadership.

The response to the building has been
mixed. One Justice objected to the Court’s
“chilly opulence,”119 and another described it

as “almost bombastically pretentious.”120 The
more general complaint is that the building
looks backwards, echoing the Greek Revival
style that was common in federal construction
during the early years of the Republic.121 As
Paul Spencer Byard put it, Gilbert’s “problem
was that the modernists were on to something
very important . . . that the world had had
enough of pomp and papering over.”122

We suggest instead that the building be
read as Janus‐faced. The Court’s architecture
and imagery indeed looked back, to enlist the
authority of lawmakers long gone through
reliance on what historians call “invented
traditions”—new practices dressed up to seem
longstanding.123 And it worked. The building
has come to be “treated with almost excess
affection . . . as officially old—even though
it is not very old.”124

Yet the building’s inner workings re-
flected the degree to which the Court had
extricated itself from Congress and achieved
its ambition to become the hub of federal
judicial authority.125 Moreover, as Chief
Justice Charles Evan Hughes commented
when the cornerstone was laid in 1932, the

United States Supreme Court, Washington, D.C. Architect: Cass Gilbert, 1935. Figure 33.
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building was a “monument to the work” of the
Constitutional Convention, committed to
“government of the people, for the people,
by the people”; the building was thus a
“symbol of . . . faith” in the Republic.126

When viewed against the backdrop of the
Depression, the building’s opulence (even if
produced within its budget) was also a leap of
faith that there would be a stable future.

Further, the design itself was forward‐
looking. The courtroom space was enlarged to
provide more seats for lawyers and the
public.127 The courthouse also anticipated
the central role that media would come to play
in framing information about courts—and
invited the press in. Taft is credited with
suggesting rooms for the press.128 The
Court’s move to its own building prompted

a sense of a need for a “press contact man.”129

In 1935, a new staff position, a “press clerk,”
came into being; in 1947, the position was
filled by an experienced journalist.130

In 1973, under Chief Justice Warren
Burger, the role turned into that of Public
Information Officer (PIO). The numbers of
court PIOs has since grown sufficiently large
to produce an organization that meets annual-
ly to discuss the task of providing the public
and the media with news of the courts.131

And, since its opening, the Supreme Court
building has become amajor tourist attraction,
which clocks tens of thousands of visitors
every year, augmented by millions who do so
virtually by the Court’s website.132

Another forward‐looking aspect of the
Courthouse is the inscription (figure 34)

United States Supreme Court, The Contemplation of Justice and the inscription “Equal Justice under Law,”
Washington, D.C., 1935. Figure 34.
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above the front door—“Equal Justice under
Law.” Another phrase, “Justice the Guardian
of Liberty” (figure 35), chosen by Chief
Justice Charles Evans Hughes, appears on the
East Pediment; liberty was the theme of the
speech that he gave when the building
cornerstone was laid.133 Yet the words that
have become known as the Court’s motto
were not those invoked in the 1932 ceremony
when the building began. “Equal Justice
Under Law” is the phrase that has made its
way into hundreds of federal and state
opinions,134 and that serves as the “tag line”
for the Court in many of its publications.135

In 1935, “Equal Justice under Law” did
not have the import that it has today. This
facet of adjudication in democracy—that
equal justice renders all persons rights‐
holders—was not forged until the second
half of the twentieth century, and the
Courtroom itself has become the icon for
that proposition. Prompted by lawyers includ-
ing Thurgood Marshall and Ruth Bader
Ginsburg, the Supreme Court reinterpreted
the Fourteenth Amendment to ensure that
women and men of all colors were recognized
as protected by an array of statutory and
constitutional rights. Under state and federal

law, equality norms have come to restructure
family life, respond to domestic violence,
reshape employee and consumer protections,
and protect indigenous and civil rights.

Thus, the building has lived up to its own
pretentions. It marked the new hierarchical
authority of the Supreme Court and of the
Chief Justice, and it forecast the role the Court
would come to assume as a national icon.
Viewed from abroad aswell as fromwithin, the
Court has come to stand for the propositions
that adjudication is central to the relationships
between government and those governed and
that women and men of all colors can be in all
of the roles that the justice system has to offer.

Twentieth‐Century Aspirations and
Twenty‐First‐Century Challenges

Reflections on the contemporaryworkings
of the system that Chief Justice Taft helped to
spawn are in order. A snapshot is provided by
two charts. One (figure 36)maps the rise in life‐
tenured judgeships, from some 100 authorized
judgeships in 1901 to more than 850 life‐
tenured positions in 2001.136 Another chart
(figure 37) tracks the growth in filings from

East Side Pediment and the inscription “Justice the Guardian of Liberty,” U.S. Supreme Court, 1935. Figure 35.
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Article III Authorized Judgeships: District, Circuit, and Supreme Courts, 1901, 1950, 2001. Figure 36.

Civil and Criminal Filings in United States District Courts, 1901, 1950, 2001. Figure 37.
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under 30,000 cases brought yearly in 1901 to
the more than 300,000 filed in 2001.137

Once again, buildings provide another
way to see the changes. In the mid‐1930s, the
first federal skyscraper courthouse (designed,
as was the Supreme Court, by Cass Gilbert)
opened in New York City. (See figure 38).
The twenty‐first century is represented in this
montage by the Thomas Eagleton Courthouse
(figure 39) in St. Louis, Missouri; when
opening its doors in 2000, it was the tallest
federal courthouse in the country.138

These buildings make the point that, just
as the image of “Justice” was an evolving
invention over centuries, so too is the idea that,
in lieu of a multi‐function “town hall,” another
kind of civic buildingwas needed. A “purpose‐
built” structure designed exclusively for the
use of lawyers and judges and litigants gained
its name, “courthouse,” to reflect those special

United States Courthouse, New York City, New York.
Architect: Cass Gilbert, 1936; renamed in 2001 the
ThurgoodMarshall United States Courthouse. Figure 38.

Thomas F. Eagleton Federal Courthouse, St. Louis, Missouri, 2000. Architects: Hellmuth, Obata þ Kassabaum, Inc.
Figure 39.
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functions. The hundreds of federal buildings
dedicated to the federal courts represent more
than the political success of the professional-
izing groups of lawyers, judges, and architects
who obtained government investments to turn
courthouses into signatures of the state. These
buildings are tributes to democratic ideals that
came to fruition in the twentieth century and
that transformed the obligations and the
workload of courts.

A brief review of the four pillars of
adjudication in democracy is in order. First,
long before democracy, judges were bound by
rules instructing them to “hear the other side.”
But as Felix Frankfurter explained, “hear the
other side” became a “command, spoken with
the voice of the Due Process Clause,”139

which transformed its import. In the years
since the Court’s building opened, the Court
has been at the forefront of explaining the
requirements of “fairness” through a parade
of famous judgments.

In the 1940s, the Court’s analysis in
International Shoe v. Washington of personal
jurisdiction rested on an assessment of the
fairness of state courts exercising jurisdiction
over those outside their boundaries, and that
approach was reiterated in 2011 in J. McIntyre
Mach., Ltd. v. Nicastro.140 Other landmarks
includeGideon v. Wainwright’s explanation in
1963 of the right to counsel for felony
defendants,141 and Brady v. Maryland’s artic-
ulation that same year of prosecutors’ obliga-
tions to turn over exculpatory materials.142

Similarly, fairness connects the concerns in
1970 inGoldberg v. Kelly about the provisions
of a hearing before welfare benefits are
terminated with the focus in 2011 in Turner
v. Rogers on the procedures needed when
rendering judgment in civil contempt proceed-
ings.143 These commitments to fairness helped
to produce the hundreds of federal and state
courthouses around the country.

A second facet of the impact of demo-
cratic commitments to popular government is
the mandate that courts be open. During the
Renaissance, the public was invited to watch

spectacles of judgment and of punishment.
But the public was not presumed to possess
the authority to evaluate, let alone contradict,
sovereign power. Over time, however, court
proceedings became obligatorily public, as
illustrated in the 1676 Charter of the English
Colony of West New Jersey, which provided
that

in all publick courts of justice for
trials of causes, civil or criminal, any
person or persons . . . may freely
come into and attend. . . . that jus-
tice may not be done in a corner or in
any covert manner.144

The practice of “publicity,” to borrow
Jeremy Bentham’s term, enabled what Ben-
tham called the “Tribunal of Public Opin-
ion”145 to assess the work of government
actors. As Bentham explained, while presid-
ing at trial, a judge is “under trial.”146 From
the baseline of the Renaissance, the public’s
new authority to sit in judgment of judges
and, inferentially, of the government, worked
a radical transformation. “Rites” (r‐i‐t‐e‐s)
turned into “rights” (r‐i‐g‐h‐t‐s)—imposing
requirements that governments provide “open
and public” hearings and respect the indepen-
dence of judges.

The new states in North America took
this precept to heart, as the words “all courts
shall be open,”147 coupled with clauses
promising remedies for harms to persons’
property and person, were reiterated in
many of their constitutions. Illustrative is
the 1818 Constitution of Connecticut’s re-
quirement that “all courts shall be open.”148

The federal Constitution’s guarantee of a
“public and speedy trial” for criminal defend-
ants, coupled with jury rights, the First
Amendment, and the Due Process Clause,
have been interpreted to require that both civil
and criminal trials, related proceedings, and
court records be open.149 In Presley v.
Georgia, for example, the Court held uncon-
stitutional the exclusion of the public from a
jury voir dire.150
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As spectators have become active partic-
ipants (“auditors,” in Bentham’s terms),151

courts have become an important venue for
the dissemination of information about gov-
ernment.152 The Courthouse dedicated chairs
for the press, and its PIO facilitates this
function. The free‐standing building also
reflects—as Taft had argued it needed to—a
third attribute of adjudication in democracies,
the independence of judges.153 As noted
above, this posture is a departure from the
tradition of judges as loyal servants of the
state. State and federal constitutions make
this point—iconically in the United States
Constitution’s Article III, which requires that
judges hold their offices “during good
behavior,” with salaries protected. The fourth
facet of democratic adjudication is what the
words inscribed in 1935 on the outside of the
Supreme Court—“equal justice under law”—
have come to mean.

If the buildings are one tribute to these
ideas, another is a graph (figure 40) showing
the filings in 2009 in both state and federal
systems. The tiny bar at the left represents all
the civil and criminal cases filed in that year in
the federal courts—about 410,000. The next,
and slightly larger bar, marks the almost 1.5
million petitions for bankruptcy.154 The tall

bar counts more than 40 million filings in state
courts, and that number does not include
traffic and most juvenile and family law
proceedings.155

This chart should be read as a celebration
of the success of democratic adjudication. A
host of people turn regularly to courts to seek
assistance. Build it, and they have come. In
short, this Court with all its gleaming marble
is not just a fake old building, imitating Greek
temples as it looks backwards. The Court-
house has come to mark the project of the
twentieth century, which was to welcome all
persons into court.

The questions for the twenty‐first century
are what the imagery within this building and
the words on its door will mean. Democracy
not only has changed adjudication, it also has
challenged it profoundly. The issues are how
courts can respond to all those seeking to be
heard, and the numbers of needy litigants are
staggering. California has 4.3 million people
in its court as civil litigants without law-
yers.156 New York has 2.3 million such civil
litigants.157

In response, many judicial leaders have
sought to secure better funding for courts, to
develop “problem solving” approaches, and
to support litigants with initiatives such as that

Comparing the Volume of Filings: State and Federal Courts, 2001. Figure 40.
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known as “civil Gideon.”158 Others have
argued to limit access to courts and to route
people to alternatives, either through devolu-
tion to administrative agencies or by out-
sourcing to private providers for arbitration
and mediation.159 Those alternatives often do
not provide open access to the public, nor
includemechanisms to protect disputants with
fewer resources than opponents.

The many impressive courthouses across
the country seem invulnerable. But, in this era
of fiscal constraints, the judiciary has not been
immune from pressures on budgets. In 2009,
New Hampshire suspended civil jury trials for
some time, and Maine ordered that its clerks’
offices closed at noon a day a week. The
federal judiciary is likewise faced with the
difficult task of cost containment, resulting in
concerns about the ability to provide critical
litigation services.160

Absent reversal of the current trends, the
charts of the twentieth century—with bar
graphs of judgeships, courthouses, and filings
all rising over the decades—are not likely to
be paralleled in the twenty‐first century.
Indeed, in the first decade of the new century,
filings in the federal courts leveled off, and the

percentage of cases tried had declined
significantly,161 as can be seen in a chart
(figure 41), borrowed from the Honorable
Patrick Higginbotham of the Fifth Circuit.
The declining rate of civil and criminal trials
during the last decades of the twentieth
century has continued; as of 2010, of 100
civil cases filed in the federal courts, fewer
than 2 started a trial.

This movement away from public adju-
dication is a problem for democracies because
adjudication has important contributions to
make to democracy. Open courts teach the
lessons of democracy—that the government
owes duties of respect and dignity to all
disputants, entitled to be treated as equals by
both the judiciary and their adversaries.
Decisions rendered in courts are sources of
public debate that regularly spark discussions
about what legal rules should be and prompt
calls for reforms.

How, then, looking forward, might one
think about the imagery of justice? We have
answered that question in part by providing an
amalgam of charts and pictures of buildings—
to capture the breadth of the system that
democratic justice generates. An implicit

Civil and Criminal Trial Rates: United States Federal Courts, 1976–2000. Figure 41.
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proposition merits being stated explicitly:
Outsourcing adjudication to private venues
undercuts the ability to see the impact and to
debate the content of legal rules. The sword—
enforcement of judgments—remains, but the
capacity to judge the judges declines when the
publicity afforded by open courthouse doors
is lacking.

In addition to turning to charts and
buildings as the new icons of justice, other
emblems are being shaped in response to the
new demands of democratic adjudication. A
closing example comes from another Beaux
Art building, dating from 1912 (figure 42) in
GrandMarais, Minnesota.We happened upon
the building on our way to speak at a judicial
conference of the Eighth Circuit. Because of
the iconic role played by the Supreme Court’s
design, we assumed the building was a court
(although it could also have been a bank or an
insurance company). We asked a person in a
front office, whom we later learned was a
probation officer, if the court had any
iconography—any images. He promptly
showed us the courtroom, and pointed to a
memorial plaque (figure 43) for a man who

had then recently died and had been a public
defender. Next to it (figure 44) was a framed
and well‐worn corduroy jacket in which the
lawyer had regularly appeared in court.

While housed in a courthouse hundreds
of miles from Washington, D.C. and in a
county of about 5,000 people, this object is an
artifact of the Court’s work. The display in
Grand Marais is not only a tribute to one
man’s “efforts to enhance the human dignity
of others by improving and delivering volun-
teer legal assistance to the poor” but also to the
law of this Court, insistent in Gideon v.
Wainwright on rights to counsel for the
indigent. The framed jacket and the explana-
tory plaque exemplify the new icons of justice
developing to mark obligations in democra-
cies to support both courts and their users. A
catalogue of the imagery that should be
associated with the Supreme Court thus
moves beyond what can be seen inside and
on the façade.

We conclude, with a return to where we
began—the Court’s building which, now
“officially old,”162 seems as if were always
in place, just as many equality rights now

Cook County Courthouse, Grand Marais, Minnesota. Architects: Kelly and Lignell, 1912. Figure 42.
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James A. Sommerness Memorial Award, Cook County Courthouse, Grand Marais, Minnesota. Figures 43 and 44.
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seem so natural as to have been there forever.
Yet a question exists about the wisdom of
assimilating the invention of democratic
courts into the landscape through such old‐
fashioned‐looking structures. The risk is that
it deflects attention from the remarkable and
recent project that produced this stone
structure—the social and political movements
of the twentieth century that insisted on
government subsidies not just to build courts
but to make them welcoming to an array of
users.

Federal courthouses once shared quar-
ters with post offices, and both institutions
have been housed in grand structures meant
to last. Indeed, during the 1940s and 1950s,
post offices were so busy that, in some
buildings, federal judges were required to
find space elsewhere to accommodate the
demand for mail services. Yet the federal
postal system, which Congress obliges to
provide universal services,163 is now facing
competition from private providers as it
closes facilities around the country, adver-
tises some of its marvelous buildings for sale,
and faces critics calling for radical reductions
in government support. Courthouses may
well follow suit.

Thus, the words “Equal Justice under
Law” above the front steps should be reread as
instructions on the new work required, if the
commitments embodied in the futuristic
Court’s building will be sustained—to give
access to independent judges required to hear
both sides of disputes and to accord equal and
dignified treatment of claimants before a
public empowered to respond.
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PARK & MARKOWITZ, supra note 62, at 61, 190, n. 30
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WALL AMERICA: A CULTURAL HISTORY OF POST OFFICE MURALS
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PARK & MARKOWITZ, supra note 62, at 61.
69 Matthew Boedy, Controversy Shadows Mural, AU-

GUSTA CHRONICLE, Aug. 26, 2001, at C2, in GSAArchives/

FA 477.
70 Letter fromHirsch to Rowan (Oct. 7, 1938), Hirsch and
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supra note 67.
72
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Aiken.” A Judicious Answer, 10 ART DIGEST 10 (1938).
73
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note 70, at C2.
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like the “ruthless spirit of confiscation” and relegated to a

corner in a courthouse in Newark, New Jersey—are

provided in RESNIK & CURTIS, REPRESENTING JUSTICE, supra

note 2, at 108–110.
75 See RESNIK& CURTIS, REPRESENTING JUSTICE, supra note 2,

at 116–117, and notes at 123–129.
76 John Miller, Idaho Murals of Lynching Cause Debate,
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drawn from John Miller, Criticized Murals Hang in
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WPA Art,” WPA Murals, http://www.wpamurals.com/
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Flander, ed., 2006) [hereinafter CELEBRATING THE COURT-
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State Supreme Court.
81 One could interpret the narrative of the Court’s friezes

to begin with the depiction on the west wall of the

struggle between Good and Evil and ends with the

creation of the American system of government. In

addition to Weinman’s historical scenes, John Donnelly

Jr. created “great bronze doors,” weighing more than six
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of the law from classical antiquity through the founding of

the American Republic.” The Supreme Court: Residences

of the Court Past and Present, Part III, 3 SUPREME COURT

HIST. SOC’Y Q. at 9 (1981) [hereinafter Supreme Court

Residences].
82 Ira Henry Freeman, Mohammed Quits Pedestal Here

onMoslemPlea after 50 Years, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 9, 1955, at

1, 18.
83 Freeman, supra note 82, at 18. The other statues were

resurfaced in Alabama Madre marble. HENRY HOPE REED,

JR., SUPREME COURT, APPELLATE DIVISION, FIRST DEPARTMENT,

COURTHOUSE HISTORY AND GUIDE (unpaginated) (1957).
84 Legible excerpts are edited versions of the Sixth

through the Tenth Commandments; Moses’s beard

obscures some of the text. See TonyMauro, The Supreme

Court’s Own Commandments, LEGAL TIMES, Mar. 7, 2005.
85 The Judgment of Solomon was regularly featured in
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Hall of Amsterdam. See RESNIK & CURTIS, REPRESENTING

JUSTICE, supra note 1, at 56–57 and figure 44.
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87 The texts of Ten Commandments differ depending on
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Testament. Variations are listed in Paul Finkelman, The

Ten Commandments on the Courthouse Lawn and

Elsewhere, 73 FORD. L. REV. 1477, 1483 (2005).
88 McCreary County v. American Civil Liberties Union,

545 U.S. 844, 874 (2005).
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pediment. . . . But as with the courtroom frieze, Moses is

found in the company of other figures, not only great but

secular.” Id. at 874 n.23. See also County of Allegheny v.

American Civil Liberties Union, 492 U.S. 573, 652–53
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